
Welcome
Seeking for a conference or a business stay 
in Budapest city centre? Located next to 
Danube river and in the historical Castle 
district, Mercure Budapest Castle Hill – 4* 
will be the ideal place for your stay.

Local currency
HUNGARIAN FORINT (HUF)

Time zone
WINTER: GMT + 1 HOUR  |  SUMMER: GMT + 2 HOUR

Climate
EUROPEAN CONTINENTAL
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Let’s invite the street in
Whether on a family holiday or on 
business trip, you are welcome to 
stay at Mercure Budapest Castle 
Hill. Discover the wonders of the 
Castle district by walking through 
a charming park, which is at only 4 
metro station from the city center.

Our hotel
Our 250 modern superior rooms 
are quiet, soundproof and air-
conditioned. Experience the vibe of 
Buda Castle mixed with an abstract 
art of life and a breath of emotions. 
Let us also take you on a journey 
through the Chain Bridge over the 
Danube.

Privilege services
For your upscale service choose the 
Privilege room with several extras: 
10% discount from restaurant and 
bar consumption, laundry, garage, 
minibar, phone calls. Spoil yourself 
and enjoy the ultimate Nespresso 
experience, free soft beverages and 
feel like a king /queen. Afternoon 
snack time from 5:00 pm to 8:00 pm 
at the Station Bar.
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The Station Restaurant reflects the contemporary 
urban design elements of the hotel Mercure Budapest 
Castle Hill. We call our gastro philosophy „The Three 
Pillars”. This means the harmonic constellation of 
Bistro, Health Minded and Modern Local Cuisine. 
Waiting for our guests in Buda with easy access, free 
parking and the always changing Bar with „ruin bar” 
atmosphere.

THE STATION Restaurant & Bar

Whatever the occasion, The Station is a place where the 
environment, the service, the flavours and the aromas 
all fulfill the purpose that our guests only have to pay 
attention to the most important thing: EACH OTHER. 

Organize your business meeting at The Station with our 
outstanding breakfast. Your business breakfasts can be 
held in a private room if you prefer.
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www.thestationrestaurant.hu

https://thestationrestaurant.hu/


You imagine, we create it 
– Mercure Meetings with local touch
7 meeting rooms, 3 of them offer natural daylight with 
a picturesque view to the historical castle district. Our 
professional staff will help you organize your conference, 
seminars, training days up to 500 people.

Conference rooms’ capacirties

Business facilities
Built-in projector and screen ■ flip-chart ■ interpreters 
booth ■ free Wi-Fi connection, cable internet ■ built-in 
sound system ■ special coffee breaks ■ seasonal & special 
meeting packages ■ business center ■ electronic display 
with  the event information.

All rooms assure a pleasant environment for receptions 
and cocktail parties as well. All kinds of technical 
equipments can be provided upon request.

* daylight

Room / Restaurant Area 
(m2)

Height
(m)

Room setup / Capacitiy by number of guests

U-SHAPE CLASSROOM BOARD 
ROOM THEATRE BANQUET COCKTAIL

MÁTYÁS I. 120 3,45 34 50 60 120 50 100

MÁTYÁS II. 120 3,45 30 50 54 120 50 80

MARGIT 33 3,10 16 12 12 25 10 -

BEATRIX 28 3,10 12 8 8 20 10 -

SZENT ISTVÁN* 30 3,10 12 12 8 24 10 -

KRISZTINA* 63 3,10 24 36 20 68 30 50

SZENT LÁSZLÓ* 63 3,10 24 36 20 68 30 50

MÁTYÁS I + II. 240 3,45 62 130 120 280 130 150
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Thanks to our facilities, we welcome even larger 
groups of family or friends, regardless of the season, 
so that the location and the gastronomic experience 
are in harmony.

The Station is also a perfect choice for a wedding 
venue, up to 100 people can have fun comfortably. 
Our expert team takes care of the constant quality, 
flavors and experiences with love and passion.

Corporate and family events
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Restaurants’ capacirties

* daylight

Foyer & Restaurants Area (m2) Height (m)
Setup / Capacitiy by number of guests

DEFAULT SETUP BANQUET RECEPTION

STATION HALL * 290 2,80 166 90 260

THE STATION * 132 2,80 46 - 60

THE STATION  SEPARATE ROOM 66 2,80 58 - 60

STATION HALL + THE STATION * 488 2,80 270 - 400

MÁTYÁS FOYER * 229 2,50 - 3,30 150 - 150
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Hotel Mercure Budapest Castle Hill is located in 
the neighborhood of the historical Castle District. 
Walking and shopping district of the city can be 
reached in some minutes.

MERCURE BUDAPEST 
CASTLE HILL
KRISZTINA KÖRÚT 41-43.,
1013 BUDAPEST - HUNGARY

TEL: +36 1 488 8100

EMAIL: h1688@accor.com

GDS :
• SABRE : 13404
• APOLLO : 61170
• AMADEUS : BUDPEN
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 ■ Déli international railway station (200 m), Nyugati station (4 km)

 ■ Metro: M2 line 2 mins walk

 ■ Liszt Ferenc international airport (17 km), paying airport minibus 
and taxi services available

 ■ M1 and M7 motorways (10 mins drive)

 ■ 2 Private parkings: paying indoor for 40 cars, outdoor parking 
for 30 cars, and paying parking area for 8 buses
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